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Abstract 

Studies examining visual word recognition have revealed that sensorimotor information is associated with the 
meaning of and influences the processing of words. In this study, we collected ratings of relative embodiment, 
which reflects how much physical movement is involved in a word meaning, for 219 Japanese transitive verbs. We 
then investigated how the ratings affect visual word recognition, using three different tasks: a word-naming task, a 
lexical decision task, and a syntactic classification task. We found that reaction times were faster and correct rates 
were higher (in the lexical decision task) for words with higher relative embodiment ratings than for those with 
lower ratings. These findings indicate that relative embodiment affects processing of Japanese verbs as well as of 
English verbs. 
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1. Introduction 

Many aspects of words affect how they are processed. According to one view, the processing of words takes the 
form of parallel distributed processing (e.g., Seidenberg, 2005), which involves the following three elements: 
orthographic, phonological, and semantic. Research investigating the mechanisms of visual word recognition has 
collected multiple indices that reflect the characteristics of these elements and on that basis has explored their 
effects on word recognition. For instance, studies have revealed that longer words take longer to process than 
shorter words (the word length effect; Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975) and non-homophones are 
processed more efficiently than homophones (the homophone effect; Pexman, Lupker, & Jared, 2001). 

In addition, indices reflecting the semantic aspects of word processing have been collected. According to Connell 
and Lynott (2015), elements related to semantics have three levels. Level 1 reflects the specific qualities of the 
semantic content. One example is the imageability effect (Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968) in which words 
referring to concepts that are easier to image are processed more efficiently. Level 2 pertains to enumeration of the 
semantic content of the words. Previous studies showed that concepts that hold more variation in meaning are 
processed faster (the semantic-richness effect; e.g., Muraki, Sidhu, & Pexman, 2019). Level 3 reflects the number 
of words associated with a given word. This is known as the effect of the semantic neighborhood (e.g., Andrews, 
1989). 

As semantic qualities (Level 1) of words, recent literature has examined the effect of sensory and motor 
information comprising a referent concept in terms of word processing. Siakaluk, Pexman, Aguilera, Owen, and 
Sears (2008), for example, collected body–object interaction (BOI) data to reflect the ease with which a human 
body can physically interact with a noun (see also Pexman, Muraki, Sidhu, Siakaluk, & Yap, 2019). They reported 
facilitatory BOI effects such that responses for words with high BOI ratings were faster and more accurate than for 
words with low BOI ratings in lexical decision and phonological lexical decision tasks, which required participants 
to decide whether each item is a real word or not. 

Besides BOI, researchers have proposed other concepts reflecting the sensorimotor experience: the sensory 
experience effect (Juhasz, Yap, Dicke, Taylor, & Gullick, 2011), modality-specific perceptual strength effects 
(Connell & Lynott, 2012), manipulability (Salmon, McMullen, & Filliter, 2010), and graspability (Amsel, Urbach, 
& Kutas, 2012). Many of these variables are discussed based on the framework of grounded cognition (Barsalou, 
2008), in which cognition, including concept processing, is largely grounded in the information acquired through 
sensorimotor experience. Indeed, in one study involving the BOI effect, greater activation in the left inferior 
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parietal lobule, involved in perception and planning of goal-oriented interaction of hands and object, was observed 
in the high-BOI word condition than in the low-BOI word condition, suggesting that the availability of 
sensorimotor information facilitates word processing (Hargreaves et al., 2012). 

All variables described so far are for nouns; in addition, the relationship of the meaning of verbs with sensorimotor 
information has been examined. Sidhu, Kwan, Pexman, and Siakaluk (2014) have pointed out that few studies 
have explored the characteristics of verbs in visual word processing. On the basis of the fact that different types of 
verbs activate the corresponding modality-specific brain regions (e.g., Hauk, Johnsrude, & Pulvermüller, 2004), 
they proposed the idea of relative embodiment, in which the degree of sensorimotor information held by a word 
differs from word to word, and assumed that this difference might affect word processing. 

Accordingly, Sidhu et al. (2014) asked participants to evaluate the extent to which human actions, states, and 
interactions with the environment were related to the meaning of each verb in a survey. They then examined the 
effect of relative embodiment on visual word recognition by conducting a lexical decision task and a syntactic 
classification (verb–noun categorization) task and by analyzing the latencies of an action-naming task from a 
database (Szekely et al., 2005). All tasks and analyses showed a significant effect of relative embodiment, where 
verbs with high relative embodiment ratings had shorter response times than those with lower ratings. In addition, 
the rate of correct answers in the syntactic classification task was higher for the high relative embodiment 
condition than for the low relative embodiment condition. In the study of Sidhu et al. (2014) all variables related to 
word processing were controlled both in the stimulus selection and in the analyses, to remove their influences; 
nevertheless, relative embodiment still affected the processing of words. Furthermore, although Sidhu et al. (2014) 
did not discuss in detail the mechanism of the effect of relative embodiment on word recognition, it was suggested 
that rating reflects a dimension that forms the semantics of verbs, meaning that a higher rating value indicates 
higher semantic richness, resulting in efficient processing. These results entail that we should take relative 
embodiment into account when examining verb processing, selecting verbs as experimental materials, or 
constructing stimulus phrases or sentences. 

In the framework of grounded language comprehension, many studies conducted for non-Western languages such 
as Japanese (for a review, see Mochizuki, 2015) use materials with stimuli from Western languages. Meanwhile, 
some studies show that language characteristics, including syntactic structure or part-of-speech breakdown of 
words, yield different results for Japanese and English language (e.g., Sato & Bergen, 2013). Language differences 
might have only a small effect when examining the characteristics of individual verbs; but at the language level, it 
is nevertheless unclear whether measurements and results obtained in studies using English can apply to languages 
other than English as well. 

Thus, the purpose of this study was to evaluate relative embodiment in Japanese verbs and how relative 
embodiment rating affects visual word recognition in an experimental setting. Similar to Sidhu et al. (2014), we 
employed a lexical decision and syntactic classification tasks. If the relative embodiment of Japanese verbs has a 
similar effect to that of English verbs, we can predict its effect, that is, higher-rated words will be processed more 
efficiently than lower-rated words, which might be seen in both a lexical judgment task and a syntactic 
classification task. On the other hand, although Sidhu and colleagues (2014) revealed the influence of relative 
embodiment by analyzing extant action-picture naming latencies from a database, they did not examine the effect 
of relative embodiment on the processing of verbs itself. Accordingly, we conducted a simple word-naming task in 
which participants were asked to name a visually presented word, in order to consider differences of the task 
effects more directly. Sensorimotor information is considered to relate to the semantic level of a words (Connell & 
Lynott, 2015). If the significant embodied effect found in the action-naming task by Sidhu et al. (2014) was due to 
action-picture processing, which primarily requires accessing meaning from the visual depiction and generating a 
label of that concept, the impact of the effect on simple word-naming might be weak, because the importance of 
sensorimotor processing is relatively small for execution of this task. 

2. Rating Task 

2.1 Method 

2.1.1 Verb Selection 

For easier control of stimuli, we collected relative embodiment ratings for 3-mora verbs (Note 1). We used the 
following procedure to choose the verbs to be rated. We only selected transitive verbs, because relative 
embodiment relates to humans’ sensorimotor information, and thus is more important in verbs expressing how 
humans interact with objects or the environment. We then chose verbs for which data on imageability, familiarity, 
and frequency (we used log-transformed values) are available in the Japanese lexical norms provided by Amano 
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and Kondo (1999, 2000) and Sakuma et al. (2005). Moreover, we excluded compound verbs and homonyms from 
the set. This resulted in a final set of 219 verbs. 

2.1.2 Participants 

Twenty-seven undergraduate students (16 females, M = 18.56, age range: 18–25) provided ratings for the 219 
items. 

2.1.3 Procedure 

We created a questionnaire asking participants to rate relative embodiment for each verb; on the questionnaire’s 
cover, we presented a Japanese translation of the instructions in Sidhu et al. (2014, p. 38). The verbs were arranged 
in random order in the questionnaire. Each verb was presented in both kanji (ideographic character) and kana 
(phonetic character) form. In the rating task, an experimenter read the instructions to participants orally and then 
asked them to rate the relative embodiment of each word on a 7-point scale, with 1 indicating actions, states, or 
relations that hardly involve the human body or physical movement and 7 indicating actions, states, or relations 
that highly involve the human body or physical movement. 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

The mean score of the participants’ ratings for each word was taken as the rating value. All ratings for all the verbs 
are available in the Appendix. Table 1 shows the correlations among character length, orthographic Levenshtein 
distance (OLD, Yarkoni, Balota, & Yap, 2008), log-frequency, imageability, familiarity, and relative embodiment 
for these verbs. Although there was a moderate positive correlation between imageability and the relative 
embodiment, no significant correlation was found between relative embodiment and either of the other metrics. 
We argue that the correlation with imageability is caused by a shared characteristic: that the action can be 
imagined; on the other hand, since the images are not restricted to physical or observable motion, the correlation 
might be only moderate. Sidhu et al. (2014) also demonstrated no correlation between relative embodiment and 
frequency (r = .03, n.s.) but a significant correlation between relative embodiment and imageability (r = .70, p 
< .001). This suggests that the results of the rating task for the Japanese verbs were roughly equivalent to the 
ratings for the English verbs. In the next section, we report an experiment comparing the effect of relative 
embodiment on the three different word processing levels. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the set of 219 verbs and correlations among the attributes 

  M SD Min Max 2 3 4 5 6 

1 Length 3.01 0.12 3.00 4.00 .44 ** -.15 * -.06  .04  .07

2 OLD 1.79 0.25 1.05 2.85   -.01 -.08  .03  .02

3 Log frequency 3.06 1.05 0.00 5.26    .66 ** .36 ** .03

4 Familiarity 5.56 0.49 3.69 6.53      .74 ** .12

5 Imageability 4.50 0.37 3.34 5.74        .40 **

6 Relative embodiment 3.68 1.28 1.37 6.78         

Note. OLD: orthographic Levenshtein distance (Yarkoni et al., 2008) * p < .05, ** p < .01 
 

3. Experiment 

3.1 Method 

3.1.1 Participants 

Thirty-two undergraduate and graduate students took part in the experiment (18 females, M = 20.6, age range: 
18–23). All participants declared themselves right-handed native Japanese speakers with normal or 
corrected-normal vision. This research was reviewed and approved by the research ethics committee in the first 
author’s affiliated institution. 

3.1.2 Design 

A 2 (relative embodiment: high/low) × 3 (type of task: word-naming/lexical decision/syntactic classification) 
within-subject design was adopted. Dependent variables were response time and accuracy for each trial. 
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3.1.3 Stimuli 

We selected 20 high relative embodiment verbs (high-RE verbs) and 20 low relative embodiment verbs (low-RE 
verbs) based on the rating data (see the Appendix). The rating values of the high-RE verbs ranged from 5.00 to 
6.52, while those of the low-RE verbs ranged from 1.37 to 2.04. In addition, 40 nouns were selected for filler trials 
in the naming task and syntactic classification task. Furthermore, we created 40 non-words for the lexical decision 
task. Each noun and non-word consisted of three characters with a -u vowel as the third character, because the end 
part of the Japanese verbs in the base form has the -u vowel. All stimuli were presented in 40-pt MS Gothic kana 
font on a screen. 

The target stimuli in the high-RE condition had significantly higher ratings of relative embodiment than those in 
the low-RE condition (F (1,38) = 1362.89, MSe = 0.11, p <.001, ηp

2 = .97); in contrast, OLD, familiarity, 
log-frequency, and imageability ratings were not significantly different between the target conditions (OLD: F (1, 
38) = 0.21, MSe = 0.01, p = .65, ηp

2 = .005, log-frequency: F (1, 38) = 0.06, MSe = 1.13, p = .80, ηp
2 = .001, 

familiarity: F(1, 38) = 1.44, MSe = 0.19, p = .24, ηp
2 = .04, imageability: F (1, 38) = 2.91, MSe = 0.09, p = .09, ηp

2 
= .07, respectively; see Table 2). Significance tests were not performed because the character length (= 3) and the 
number of morpheme (= 1) of the target items were identical between the conditions. 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for verb stimuli used in the experiment 

 high-RE low-RE 

 M SD M SD 

Length 3.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 

Number of morphemes 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 

OLD 1.86 0.11 1.88 0.10 

Log frequency 2.99 1.01 2.91 1.12 

Familiarity 5.49 0.47 5.66 0.41 

Imageability 4.61 0.22 4.45 0.37 

Relative embodiment 5.63 0.43 1.73 0.20 

Note. OLD: orthographic Levenshtein distance (Yarkoni et al., 2008), RE: relative embodiment 

 

3.1.4 Apparatus 

Experimental tasks were programmed and presented using E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Inc.). The stimuli 
were presented on a 23-inch LCD screen with a resolution of 1024 × 768 (Iiyama ProLite T2336 MSC), and 
participants’ responses in the lexical decision task and syntactic classification task were collected using Chronos 
(Psychology Software Inc.). Responses in the naming tasks were collected and recorded from a microphone 
connected to Chronos. 

3.1.5 Procedure 

The experiment was conducted individually in a quiet room. We carried out three experimental tasks in random 
order among participants who sat in front of a computer screen at about 60 cm distance. Each task began with 
instructions; then, participants underwent a 5-trial practice session. Stimuli used in this session were not used in the 
experimental session, which we administered following the practice session. 

In the word-naming task, each trial was initiated by presenting a fixation point for 500 ms, followed by a word; 
participants were asked to read the word aloud as quickly and correctly as possible. The word was presented for 
1,500 ms the participants started naming; then, a blank screen appeared for 800 ms as an interval. If participants 
did not begin to speak within 2,000 ms, the trial expired. The lexical decision task also began with a fixation point 
for 500 ms, followed by a character string; participants judged the string as indicating either a word or a non-word 
by pressing one of two buttons on Chronos (rightmost button for a word and leftmost for a non-word). After the 
participants’ decision, a feedback display was presented for 500 ms if the decision was incorrect or if there was no 
response within 2,000 ms after the onset of the word. The syntactic classification task was identical to the lexical 
decision task except that in the classification task, we asked participants to judge a presented word as either a verb 
(rightmost button) or a noun (leftmost button). The stimuli used in the classification task consisted of the same set 
used in the word naming task. The experiment took about 20 min to complete. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

Preceding the analysis, three experimenters, including one of the authors, listened to the recorded files for the 
word-naming task and judged whether the response to each trial was correct or not. Two or more of the three 
experimenters judged the trials, identifying the trials with an irregular pronunciation, trials without pronunciation, 
and trials in which the participants prolonged the utterance unnaturally, as errors. We found that the accuracy rates 
of three participants in the naming task was quite low (< 34%). This might be because there were many trials where 
participants could not begin the utterance within 2,000 ms and/or the voice key was not triggered by the utterance. 
We therefore excluded the word-naming data for these participants from the subsequent analysis. 

In the response time analysis, incorrect trials and trials with response time exceeding 2.5 standard deviations from 
each participant’s mean for each task were eliminated as outliers. This led to the exclusion of 7.02% of the data. 
We then applied the negative inverse or reciprocal transformation (i.e., –1 / RT) to normalize the response time 
data. 

The data were analyzed using a linear mixed-effect model (for response times) and a generalized linear 
mixed-effect model with a binomial distribution and the logit as the link function (for response accuracy). These 
analyses were run with R (ver. 3.6.3; R Core Team, 2020) and the lmerTest package (ver. 3.1-0; Kuznetsova, 
Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2019). Both analyses included relative embodiment, type of task, and their interaction 
as fixed factors. In addition, log frequency, OLD, familiarity, and imageability of each item were included as 
control variables. If an interaction was found, we then divided the data by task and analyzed them separately in the 
subsequent analysis. Since participants were required to give different responses for each task, we predicted a 
significant effect of task. However, we did not conduct any post-hoc analyses, because discussing those 
differences was not the purpose of this study. With regard to random-effects structure, Barr, Levy, Scheepers, and 
Tily (2013) recommended that models include both random-slope terms and random-intercept terms (i.e., a 
maximal model) to reduce Type I error. On the basis of their recommendation, we basically adopted a maximal 
model. If the model failed to converge, we then progressively simplified the random-effects structure until it did 
converge, which it ultimately did in the response time analyses. In contrast, in the response correctness analysis we 
adopted a random-intercept model which included the two fixed effects and their interaction. In this analysis, the 
model in which all control variables were included did not converge, so we adopted a model that excluded the 
imageability, which did converge. In a separate analysis, maximal models were adopted in the naming task 
condition and the classification task condition although the random-intercept model was adopted in the lexical 
decision task condition. 

Table 3 summarizes the mean values and standard errors of the measurements as a function of relative embodiment 
and type of task. A linear mixed-model analysis for response time data showed a significant main effect of relative 
embodiment (Table 4). The interactions between the main effects were not significant. This means that the words 
in the high-RE condition were processed faster than those in the low-RE condition regardless of the task. A 
generalized mixed-model analysis for response correctness indicated that an interaction between relative 
embodiment and type of task was significant (Table 5). In a separate analysis, a significant main effect of relative 
embodiment was found for the lexical decision task but not for the naming task or the classification task. The 
accuracy was higher in the high-RE condition than in the low-RE condition in the lexical decision task, however, 
no differences were found for the other two tasks. 

The results thus showed that relative embodiment affects word processing. Although the overall tendency of 
measurements was similar across the tasks, there was no significant difference in the correctness of the syntactic 
classification task, which showed a significant effect in Sidhu et al. (2014) (Note 2). We do not have a decisive 
explanation for these results, but they might be explained by a speed–accuracy trade-off. We argue that the 
syntactic classification task might be relatively difficult for the participants because, normally, Japanese nouns 
have several vowels other than the -u vowel in the last character. On the other hand, in the experiment, not only the 
verb stimuli but also the noun stimuli included the -u vowel represented in the third character, so it was difficult to 
classify whether the word was a verb or a noun when looking at the end part of the word. For this reason, 
participants had to pay attention and learn from to the correctness of their judgments, resulting in significant 
differences in their response times but not in the correctness. 
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Table 3. Mean response times and correctness rates with standard errors as a function of relative embodiment and 
task type 

 Word Naming Lexical Decision Syntactic Classification 

 M SE M SE M SE 

Response time (ms) 

high-RE 630 6 549 4 617 6 

low-RE 635 6 563 5 640 6 

Correctness rate 

high-RE .96 .01 .98 .00 .95 .01 

low-RE .95 .01 .93 .01 .94 .01 

Note. SE: standard error RE: relative embodiment 
 

Table 4. Summary of the linear mixed-effect model for (inverse-transformed) response time data 

 Estimate SE df t p 

(Intercept) -1.69×10-3 3.88×10-5 44.44 -43.68 < .001 

Main effects      

  RE (low) 7.26×10-5 2.97×10-5 45.82 2.45 .02 

  Task (lexical decision) -1.92×10-4 2.77×10-5 34.10 -6.93 < .001 

  Task (word naming) 4.60×10-5 5.21×10-5 37.99 0.88 .38 

Interactions      

  RE (low): Task (lexical decision) -1.43×10-5 2.40×10-5 54.57 -0.60 .55 

  RE (low): Task (word naming) -4.30×10-5 3.53×10-5 40.05 -1.22 .23 

Control variables      

  Log frequency 2.61×10-5 1.17×10-5 39.60 2.24 .03 

  OLD -5.81×10-5 9.04×10-5 39.45 -0.64 .52 

  Familiarity -9.67×10-5 3.80×10-5 39.73 -2.54 .01 

  Imageability -2.11×10-5 4.61×10-5 39.87 -0.46 .65 

Note. SE: standard error RE: relative embodiment OLD: orthographic Levenshtein distance (Yarkoni et al., 
2008) 
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Table 5. Summary of the generalized linear mixed-effect model for response accuracy data 

 Estimate SE z p 

(Intercept) 3.21 0.24 13.43 < .001 

Main effects     

  RE (low) -0.29 0.28 -1.02 .31 

  Task (lexical decision) 1.18 0.36 3.30 < .001 

  Task (word naming) 0.23 0.28 0.81 .42 

Interactions     

  RE (low): Task (lexical decision) -1.24 0.42 -2.93 < .001 

  RE (low): Task (word naming) 0.10 0.37 0.26 .80 

Control variables     

  Log frequency -0.10 0.13 -0.78 .44 

  OLD -0.19 1.03 -0.18 .85 

  Familiarity 0.60 0.32 1.87 .06 

Simple effects of RE     

  syntactic classification task -0.48 0.38 -1.29 .20 

  lexical decision task -1.82 0.48 -3.78 < .001 

  word naming task * -0.23 0.72 -0.32 .75 

Note. SE: standard error RE: relative embodiment OLD: orthographic Levenshtein distance (Yarkoni et al., 
2008) * In the analysis of simple effects, log frequency, OLD and familiarity were included as control 
variables, but the model did not converge in the analysis of the word naming task. Therefore, we excluded 
the log frequency variable from the model. 

 

4. General Discussion 

We collected data on relative embodiment, which reflects the extent to which the human body and proprioceptive 
state are involved in word recognition, for 219 Japanese transitive verbs. In the following experiment, we 
examined the effect of verb embodiment on word recognition through three different tasks. 

From the rating task, we obtained evaluations of words for relative embodiment, from high to low. Verbs related 
mainly to the use of the hands, such as naguru (なぐる[beat], M = 6.78) and tataku (たたく[hit], M = 6.52), were 
assessed as highly relevant to the body; in contrast, verbs involving a psychological process, such as thinking, 
preference, and decision, were evaluated as low relative embodiment words, including for instance netamu (ねた
む[envy], M = 1.37) and omou (おもう[think], M = 1.44). These results suggest that the relative embodiment of 
Japanese verbs captures bodily sensation and experience through this task. Furthermore, the embodiment rating 
showed a positive correlation with imageability but no correlation with the other variables. This result was 
consistent with Sidhu et al. (2014), indicating that relative embodiment partly shares an aspect captured by 
imageability but also holds other aspects included in the present study. 

In the experiment, we found significant effects of relative embodiment on response time and correctness. This 
result indicates that, as with English verbs, verbs that include content highly related to the human body are 
processed more efficiently than verbs that include content less related to the human body. Sidhu et al. (2014) found 
that high relative embodiment verbs were processed faster than low embodiment verbs in a naming of 
action-pictures task, but they did not explore the embodiment effect on a word naming task. In the current study, 
we found the main effect of relative embodiment on the response time, while an interaction between relative 
embodiment and type of task was not observed. This suggests embodied information has an influence on a given 
task making it require relatively less semantic-related information. We might be able to interpret the results in 
terms of a semantic feedback effect, in which the impact of processing at the semantic level affects processing at 
the orthographical and phonological levels (e.g., Pexman, Lupker, & Hino, 2002). Although relative embodiment 
is considered to be a variable that reflects information related to semantics (Connell & Lynott, 2015), this result 
suggests that it might affect word processing that seems to mainly require other (e.g., phonological) components 
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rather than the semantic component. The precise role the embodied information plays in verb processing in each 
task remains to be elucidated, however. 

Some considerations related to stimuli selection should be mentioned. First, in the current study, we presented the 
stimuli in kana form in order to control for variables such as the length of the stimuli. However, most Japanese 
speakers/readers are used to reading verbs in kanji form in their daily lives. Therefore, the impact of the relative 
embodiment might be slightly different when processing verbs in kanji form. Second, we collected ratings for 219 
3-mora verbs. This was for ease of controlling the length of the words included in the experiment, but resulted in a 
relatively small word list size compared to those typically used in studies conducted in English. In addition, we 
chose to collect ratings only for transitive verbs. This could have influenced the distribution of the ratings, as the 
raters’ evaluations might differ for intransitive verbs. Hence, we would need to collect ratings from a larger set of 
items (including both intensive and transitive verbs) to ensure the generalizability of the effect. Moreover, we used 
the frequency, OLD (Yarkoni, Balota, & Yap, 2008), imageability, and familiarity as variables to control for the 
selection of target stimuli in the experiment. It is also known, however, that other variables (e.g., concreteness, age 
of acquisition) also affect word recognition (cf. Cortese & Balota, 2012). Nevertheless, few related variables have 
been studies for Japanese verbs; thus, we ought to have more consideration for such circumstances when choosing 
more appropriate stimuli. Of course, we need to develop other norms as well, in order to fully understand the 
lexical characteristics of Japanese words. 

We should also take stimuli that falls in the middle of the rating range into consideration. Pollock (2017) pointed 
out that the mean rating values for semantic psycholinguistic variables do not reflect people’s actual judgments: 
words in the middle of the scale tend to vary more (have larger standard deviations) than the values which are 
theoretically expected, because each mean value reflects both participants’ higher ratings (e.g., more concrete, 
more imageable, and so on) and their lower ratings (e.g., less concrete, less imageable). This trend was also seen in 
the ratings of relative embodiment. In our experiment, we avoided this problem by selecting only stimuli where the 
value of the standard deviations was lower than 2 in both experimental conditions. If in future studies words that 
fall in the middle of the rating scale is to be included, it will be necessary to consider not only the mean values but 
also the standard deviations. 

In conclusion, we collected ratings of relative embodiment, reflecting the extent to which word meaning is 
associated with the human body or physical movement, for 219 Japanese transitive verbs. Furthermore, 
consistently with previous studies conducted in English, we confirmed that words with higher ratings were 
processed more efficiently than those with lower ratings. The results suggest that sensorimotor information related 
to word meaning affects the processing of verbs in Japanese. 
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Notes 

Note 1. Mora is a unit that determines syllable weight. The moraic system, rather than the syllabic system, is the 
basis of the phonetic system in Japanese. One mora generally corresponds to one kana-character, so that 
three-mora words are expressed by three kana-characters. 

Note 2. Sidhu et al. (2014) did not report the accuracies of lexical decision task and action-picture naming task 
responses as dependent variables. 
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Appendix  

Mean ratings of relative embodiment for 219 Japanese verbs 

Verb Hiragana Romanized Typical meaning N M SD 
殴る なぐる naguru punch 27 6.78 0.97 
叩く たたく* tataku hit 27 6.52 1.05 
撫でる なでる* naderu pat 27 6.41 1.05 
投げる なげる nageru throw 27 6.33 1.21 
食べる たべる taberu eat 27 6.11 1.40 
運ぶ はこぶ* hakobu carry 27 6.04 1.06 
壊す こわす* kowasu destroy 27 5.96 1.37 
はたく はたく* hataku slap 27 5.96 1.48 
砕く くだく* kudaku break 27 5.93 1.33 
殺す ころす korosu kill 27 5.93 1.80 
洗う あらう arau wash 27 5.89 1.34 
握る にぎる nigiru hold 27 5.89 1.67 
絞る しぼる* shiboru squeeze 27 5.81 1.42 
担ぐ かつぐ* katsugu carry 27 5.78 1.60 
つつく つつく* tsutsuku poke 27 5.74 1.63 
喋る しゃべる shaberu talk 27 5.74 1.70 
拾う ひろう hirou pick up 27 5.70 1.51 
破く やぶく* yabuku tear 27 5.67 1.73 
伏せる ふせる* fuseru turn down 27 5.56 1.89 
盗む ぬすむ nusumu steal 27 5.44 1.76 
襲う おそう osou attack 27 5.41 1.91 
配る くばる* kubaru pass out 27 5.37 1.60 
描く えがく* egaku draw 27 5.37 1.42 
縛る しばる* shibaru bind up 27 5.33 1.41 
削る けずる* kezuru scrape 26 5.31 1.72 
倒す たおす* taosu topple 27 5.30 1.94 
潰す つぶす* tsubusu crush 27 5.26 1.68 
しゃぶる しゃぶる shaburu suck 27 5.26 2.05 
吊す つるす tsurusu hang 27 5.26 1.61 
渡す わたす watasu pass 27 5.22 2.03 
埋める うめる umeru bury 27 5.19 1.30 
食らう くらう kurau eat / suffer 27 5.19 2.08 
曲げる まげる mageru bend 27 5.19 1.78 
奪う うばう* ubau rob 27 5.15 1.51 
落とす おとす otosu drop 27 5.15 1.75 
さらう さらう sarau carry off 27 5.15 1.77 
荒らす あらす arasu destroy 27 5.11 1.93 
作る つくる tsukuru make 27 5.11 1.74 
歌う うたう utau sing 27 5.07 2.23 
磨く みがく* migaku polish 27 5.07 1.62 
着せる きせる kiseru put on 27 5.04 2.03 
畳む たたむ* tatamu fold 27 5.00 1.66 
ほじる ほじる hojiru pick  27 4.93 1.88 
回す まわす mawasu turn 27 4.93 1.69 
捨てる すてる suteru throw away 27 4.89 1.89 
なぞる なぞる nazoru trace 27 4.85 1.85 
剥がす はがす hagasu peel off 27 4.85 1.94 
* Stimuli used in the experiment.                                            (Appendix continues)
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Verb Hiragana Romanized Typical meaning N M SD 

着込む きこむ kikomu wear extra clothes 27 4.81 1.96 
破る やぶる yaburu break 27 4.78 2.12 
挟む はさむ hasamu put (something) between 27 4.78 1.97 
弾く はじく hajiku flick 27 4.70 2.07 
燃やす もやす moyasu burn 27 4.70 2.00 
食わす くわす watasu feed 27 4.67 1.71 
包む つつむ tsutsumu wrap 27 4.67 1.92 
拭う ぬぐう nuguu wipe 27 4.67 1.80 
かざす かざす kazasu hold up to 27 4.63 2.02 
立てる たてる tateru stand 27 4.63 1.90 
放つ はなつ hanatsu release 27 4.59 1.72 
ずらす ずらす zurasu shift 27 4.56 1.80 
捜す さがす sagasu look for 27 4.56 2.28 
くるむ くるむ kurumu wrap 27 4.52 1.91 
あやす あやす ayasu cradle 27 4.48 1.67 
持たす もたす motasu give 27 4.48 1.81 
入れる いれる ireru put in 27 4.44 1.63 
下ろす おろす orosu take down 27 4.44 2.04 
払う はらう harau pay 27 4.41 1.99 
茹でる ゆでる yuderu boil 27 4.41 2.14 
睨む にらむ niramu glare 27 4.41 2.17 
寝かす ねかす nekasu lay down 27 4.41 2.00 
吐かす はかす hakasu come out with 27 4.37 1.92 
濡らす ぬらす nurasu wet 27 4.37 1.92 
覆う おおう oou cover 27 4.37 1.82 
起こす おこす okosu wake up 27 4.33 1.94 
乗せる のせる noseru take in 27 4.30 1.92 
死なす しなす shinasu let (somebody) die 27 4.30 2.27 
使う つかう tsukau use 27 4.26 2.38 
飛ばす とばす tobasu skip 27 4.26 2.07 
囲う かこう kakou environ 27 4.26 2.12 
飾る かざる kazaru decorate 27 4.26 1.97 
見せる みせる miseru show 27 4.22 2.22 
溶かす とかす tokasu melt 27 4.22 1.99 
刻む きざむ kizamu chop  27 4.19 1.84 
浴びる あびる abiru bathe in 27 4.15 1.96 
和える あえる aeru dress (vegetable) with 27 4.15 1.75 
漏らす もらす morasu leak 27 4.15 1.73 
隠す かくす kakusu hide 27 4.15 2.13 
下げる さげる sageru let down 27 4.15 1.94 
囲む かこむ kakomu surround 27 4.15 1.70 
まぶす まぶす mabusu dredge with 27 4.04 2.07 
させる させる saseru let (somebody) do 27 4.04 2.34 
拝む おがむ ogamu worship 27 4.04 1.89 
辿る たどる tadoru trace 27 4.00 1.69 
綴る つづる tsuzuru spell 27 4.00 2.18 
借りる かりる kariru borrow 26 3.96 1.91 
語る かたる kataru speak 27 3.89 2.04 
阻む はばむ habamu hinder 27 3.85 2.01 

 (Appendix continues)
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Verb Hiragana Romanized Typical meaning N M SD 

添える そえる soeru add / attach 27 3.81 2.04 
沸かす わかす wakasu boil 27 3.74 2.28 
浮かす うかす ukasu float 27 3.74 1.83 
探る さぐる saguru investigate 27 3.74 2.05 
染める そめる someru dye 27 3.70 1.79 
繋ぐ つなぐ tsunagu connect 27 3.70 2.13 
浸す ひたす hitasu soak 27 3.67 2.00 
逃がす にがす nigasu set (somebody) free 27 3.67 2.13 
直す なおす naosu fix 27 3.63 1.96 
退ける どける dokeru take away 27 3.63 2.06 
告げる つげる tsugeru inform 27 3.59 2.04 
叱る しかる shikaru tell (somebody) off 27 3.59 2.32 
分ける わける wakeru divide 27 3.59 2.12 
通す とおす toosu pass 27 3.56 1.83 
外す はずす hazusu remove 27 3.56 2.01 
紡ぐ つむぐ tsumugu spin 27 3.52 1.91 
交ぜる まぜる mazeru mix 27 3.52 1.99 
貰う もらう morau get 27 3.52 2.01 
防ぐ ふせぐ fusegu defend 27 3.52 2.01 
乱す みだす midasu disturb 27 3.52 1.72 
焦がす こがす kogasu burn 27 3.48 2.03 
照らす てらす terasu illuminate 27 3.48 2.12 
冷やす ひやす hiyasu cool 27 3.48 2.15 
降らす ふらす hurasu make it rain 27 3.44 2.26 
蒸らす むらす murasu steam 27 3.44 2.10 
守る まもる mamoru protect 27 3.44 2.08 
ゆがく ゆがく yugaku parboil 25 3.44 1.89 
泣かす なかす nakasu let (somebody) cry 27 3.41 1.97 
垂らす たらす tarasu drip 27 3.37 1.98 
向ける むける muekru direct 27 3.33 1.82 
譲る ゆずる yuzuru give 27 3.30 2.13 
戻す もどす modosu return 27 3.26 1.63 
散らす ちらす chirasu disperse 27 3.26 1.87 
こなす こなす konasu manage 27 3.22 1.97 
狙う ねらう nerau aim 27 3.19 2.13 
残す のこす nokosu leave 27 3.19 2.18 
似せる にせる niseru imitate 27 3.15 2.16 
試す ためす tamesu try 27 3.11 1.99 
逃す のがす nogasu miss 27 3.11 2.15 
誘う さそう sasou invite 27 3.07 2.02 
申す もうす mousu talk 27 3.07 2.30 
減らす へらす herasu reduce 27 3.07 1.88 
招く まねく maneku invite 27 3.04 1.68 
示す しめす shimesu show 27 3.04 1.89 
閉ざす とざす tozasu shut 27 2.96 1.95 
無くす なくす nakusu lose 27 2.96 1.87 
ほざく ほざく hozaku wrangle over 27 2.96 2.01 
選ぶ えらぶ erabu select 27 2.93 2.06 
祈る いのる inoru pray 27 2.93 2.22 

 (Appendix continues)
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Verb Hiragana Romanized Typical meaning N M SD 

習う ならう narau be taught 27 2.89 1.80 
築く きづく kizuku build 27 2.89 1.89 
せがむ せがむ segamu importune 27 2.85 1.85 
過ごす すごす sugosu spend 27 2.85 2.01 
強いる しいる shiiru force 27 2.81 1.92 
明かす あかす akasu reveal 27 2.81 1.96 
学ぶ まなぶ manabu study 27 2.78 1.67 
凝らす こらす korasu elaborate 27 2.78 1.83 
癒す いやす iyasu cure 27 2.74 1.56 
尽くす つくす tsukusu make efforts 27 2.74 1.75 
肥やす こやす koyasu fertilize 27 2.74 1.58 
ばらす ばらす barasu divulge 27 2.74 2.21 
遂げる とげる togeru finish 27 2.74 1.95 
切らす きらす kirasu be out of 27 2.74 1.91 
致す いたす itasu perform 27 2.70 1.92 
欠かす かかす kakasu miss 27 2.70 1.84 
枯らす からす karasu perish 27 2.70 1.66 
担う になう ninau bear 27 2.63 1.69 
据える すえる sueru set  27 2.59 1.55 
満たす みたす mitasu satisfy 27 2.59 1.85 
拒む こばむ kobamu reject 27 2.59 1.85 
果たす はたす hatasu carry out 27 2.56 2.10 
誉める ほめる homeru praise 27 2.52 1.95 
せびる せびる sebiru pester 27 2.52 1.72 
ねだる ねだる nedaru importune 27 2.52 1.99 
雇う やとう yatou employ 27 2.48 1.95 
詫びる わびる wabiru apologize 27 2.48 2.01 
交わす かわす kawasu exchange 27 2.48 1.65 
分かつ わかつ wakatsu separate 27 2.48 1.78 
諭す さとす satosu admonish 27 2.44 1.42 
絶やす たやす tayasu root out 27 2.44 1.76 
いびる いびる ibiru excruciate 27 2.44 1.93 
晴らす はらす harasu dispel 27 2.44 1.60 
裁く さばく sabaku judge 27 2.41 1.34 
凌ぐ しのぐ shinogu surmount 27 2.41 1.53 
祝う いわう iwau celebrate 27 2.41 1.89 
けなす けなす kenasu blame 27 2.37 1.80 
挑む いどむ idomu challenge 27 2.33 1.71 
増やす ふやす fuyasu increase 27 2.33 1.52 
負かす まかす makasu defeat 27 2.30 1.51 
込める こめる komeru put into 27 2.30 1.32 
濁す にごす nigosu make (something) muddy 27 2.30 1.32 
略す りゃくす ryakusu shorten 27 2.30 1.61 
帯びる おびる obiru take on 27 2.30 1.66 
宿す やどす yadosu conceive 27 2.22 1.45 
暴く あばく abaku expose 27 2.22 1.60 
限る かぎる kagiru limit 27 2.19 1.44 
頼む たのむ tanomu rely 27 2.15 1.79 
正す ただす tadasu correct 27 2.15 1.35 

 (Appendix continues)
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Verb Hiragana Romanized Typical meaning N M SD 

けちる けちる kechiru be stingy with 27 2.15 1.49 
契る ちぎる chigiru promise 27 2.11 1.42 
課する かする kasuru impose 27 2.07 1.47 
慕う したう shitau adore 27 2.04 1.91 
省く はぶく* habuku omit 27 2.04 1.16 
呪う のろう* norou curse 27 2.04 1.56 
余す あます* amasu spare 27 2.00 1.14 
騙す だます* damasu deceive 27 1.96 1.60 
誓う ちかう* chikau swear 27 1.93 1.64 
兼ねる かねる* kaneru double (as) 27 1.93 1.57 
決める きめる kimeru decide 27 1.78 1.65 
そそる そそる* sosoru excite 27 1.78 1.42 
悔やむ くやむ* kuyamu repent 27 1.78 1.67 
秘める ひめる* himeru hide 27 1.74 1.13 
憎む にくむ* nikumu hate 27 1.74 1.63 
悟る さとる* satoru realize 27 1.67 1.24 
願う ねがう* negau wish 27 1.67 1.30 
好む このむ* konomu prefer 27 1.67 1.36 
悔いる くいる* kuiru repent 27 1.63 1.62 
惜しむ おしむ* oshimu regret 27 1.63 1.11 
恨む うらむ* uramu begrudge 27 1.63 1.47 
許す ゆるす* yurusu forgive 27 1.52 1.25 
嫌う きらう* kirau hate 27 1.44 1.22 
思う おもう* omou think 27 1.44 1.31 
妬む ねたむ* netamu envy 27 1.37 0.74 
* Stimuli used in the experiment.  
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